A PRACTICAL GUIDE
TO GREAT KEY ART

EYES ON THE PRIZE

If you want a kick-arse marketing strategy
and key art that will rocket your project to
the top of your viewers’ must-see lists,
you need the right concept and a solid plan.
This handbook is a no-nonsense guide to
creating engaging marketing material,
right from the start.
While this guide is primarily focused on helping capture
great assets during production for key art and social
content, we are passionate about elevating the quality
of marketing for all productions – and encourage
producers and distributors to plan early and
budget adequately.
A poster or trailer is your audience’s first introduction
to a film or series. No matter how great your story is,
if you don’t have a strong marketing campaign that
sparks immediate interest, the project won’t get the
bums on seats it deserves.
We all want the same thing: to create wonderful
stories that audiences will know about, watch
and love. We hope this booklet starts a broader
conversation about the role of marketing.
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AND THE SURVEY SAYS…
Carnival Studio recently surveyed Australian film and television producers about their thoughts on
marketing in the industry. Let’s crack ahead with the eye-opening results, then move on to the solutions.

91 agree 97agree
%

there is a direct correlation
between the success of a project,
and the strength / clarity of its
marketing campaign

%

it is important or very important
to have a clear understanding
of the marketing / positioning
before production begins

“The unit publicist, photographer and videographer all
need to be briefed and included in preproduction to
ensure everyone’s on the same page. And time needs
to be made in the schedule around actors’ calls and
locations, to ensure a variety of images are captured.”
Who should be responsible for asset capture during production?

14% Allaboveof the
/ Distributor
or Network
19% Studio
Publicist
17% Unit

/
50% Producer
Filmmaker

What are the key influencing factors hindering marketing
activities during production?
Budget constraints do not
allow for special shoots

45%

Lack of time to develop
concepts / strategy
Time allocation for photography
during production
Blurred marketing responsibility
between distributor / producer

Do you feel enough time and budget
are allocated to capturing marketing
and publicity assets at the time
of production?

72%NO

25%

16%NEUTRAL

11%
13%

Regarding scheduling of photographic asset capture, what are your
experiences, and would you do differently if resources were available?

“There would be more consultation with the distributor,
creatives, photographer and potentially key art / marketing
agency prior to shoot to create a strategy and hit list of shots.”
“Having a clear key art concept from the beginning would help.
The stills photographer always seems to be going in blind.”
“Money buys time so it has a major influence on schedule.
Time must be made in the schedule regardless of the size of
shoot. Retrospective BTS pickups are a nightmare. Thought
must be applied to deliverables as part of pre-production.”
“It’s always resented by production which are usually so
time and resource stressed. I think there is a definite lack
of understanding by network about lack of margins around
production resources and talent scheduling and publicists
often get stuck in middle.”

R E A D T H E F U L L R E S U LT S O F T H E P R O D U C E R S U R V E Y

12%YES

93agree
%

it is important or very important
to be guided by concepts and
strategy when shooting unit,
gallery and key art photography

95disagree
%

with the statement, “Until the
film / show is made, we don’t know
what it will look like, so we don’t
want to commit too early to specific
concepts or marketing directions”

WHERE TO START (PRE-PRODUCTION)
The best time to start thinking about marketing and key art is in pre-production.
Get all your ducks in a row, before you begin shooting, and you’ll reap the rewards.

Plan ahead

Gain buy-in from all stakeholders

Hire a good creative agency

Key art is the face of your project. If the concept is wellcrafted, it will tie in with your story arc perfectly and give
you the power to connect with your audience (and boost
box-office sales). But it’s often put on the back-burner –
where it stays until production has wrapped.

Great marketing relies heavily on communication
between producers, filmmakers, distributors and
their chosen creative agency.

A good creative agency can provide clear and concise
visual treatments that all stakeholders can share and
digest at a glance. Concepts won’t necessarily need to
be presented in person, which saves everyone time.

Key art designers are left to scrape together material
from existing set photography, film stills and BTS
imagery. As mentioned, the solution isto put together
a rock-solid marketing plan, ahead of production.
Ideally, you’ll have dedicated days during which
all marketing content is captured. In this way,
photographers aren’t competing with your shooting
schedule. This is common for television and streaming
services, but less so for film, and it’s an area we believe
needs addressing. We go into this in more detail in the
next section.

On films, marketing is traditionally the responsibility of
the distributor. It is important to be on the same page
as the distributor for the target audience, positioning
and key messages, as this will inform the brief for the
key art and the rest of the campaign. Producers should
work closely with the distributor to formulate a plan on
marketing and publicity assets to capture
during production.
TV networks / streaming services are typically organised
and well-resourced. The network is responsible for
marketing and works closely with production to ensure
everything runs smoothly, e.g. make-up, hair, scheduling
and actor availability. A dedicated marketing day/s will
generally be set aside to capture all key art concepts
and network promos, social content and EPK interviews.
If there are multiple creative agencies involved, each
will have very specific needs, and the photographer will
usually require multiple lighting setups. Often, the unit
publicist communicates with all stakeholders to ensure
every box is ticked.
At the end of the day, when all the relevant stakeholders
are informed and involved, the creative direction is
more likely to be embraced and a successful marketing
campaign achieved. Note: some stakeholders prefer a
condensed version of concept designs – particularly if
they’re time-poor (and let’s face it, who isn’t?) – which
brings us to our next point.

Before starting production, an agency with experience
in key art design will give the best bang for your buck
and facilitate better buy-in on creative ideas from all
stakeholders. From there, the unit publicist, line producer
and key departments can work together to ensure
sufficient time is scheduled for asset capture, budgeting
is adequate and covers other creatives (hair and makeup), and the talent are all briefed on what is trying to
be achieved.

“Leading up to production – producers and
execs should all meet to discuss creative ideas.
This can sometimes inform the content being
shot itself. It’s usually a matter of tapping into
the central theme of the content and conveying
it in a universally accessible way – and also
ensuring it’s workable on social media too, not
just print and digital… It’s also important to
revisit these ideas once the content is shot as
this will obviously inform the marketing.”

THE ESSENTIAL INGREDIENTS
Knowing what photographic assets
you need to capture during production
will give you the strongest chance of
achieving great key art.

Here’s an overview of their functions from a marketing perspective.

1. Unit stills

Your unit photographer should be briefed to not
only capture faithful scenes but to keep an eye
out for special moments that may serve future
marketing or key art. The biggest issue in using unit
photography for key art is the variance of lighting,
angles/perspective and focal lengths – especially
when compositing multiple characters together from
different scenes. Special photography shoots, on
the other hand, allow total control of lighting and
camera settings. That said, there is an authenticity of
character to unit photos that is hard to replicate in a
studio environment, so unit stills will always play an
important role in key art.

2. Key art shoot

FOR BEST RESULTS, TRY TO INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING
IN YOUR PRODUCTION SCHEDULE:

1. Unit stills
2. Key art shoot
3. Gallery shoot
4. Clean plate / atmospheric photography

This is a specially coordinated shoot involving key cast
members, often shot together and separately. What
separates a key art shoot and a gallery shoot is the
former follows very specific concepts, whereas
gallery is more general in nature (and can be used
for publicity as well as marketing). Gallery and key art
shoots go hand-in-hand, but specific, concept-driven
key art shoots always yield superior results.
Poses should have a sense of movement or dynamism.
Avoid staid portrait shots in favour of active body
positioning to create visual interest. (More on this in
the next section).
The photographer and art director will need to be
on standby for a day (or a couple of days if cast
members are unavailable at the same time). Lighting
and atmosphere are key. Matching to plate shots or
shooting in the natural environment with controlled
lighting yields the best results.

3. Gallery shoot

The gallery shoot is about collecting a variety of
more traditional poses for use in publicity materials
and character posters. Gallery poses can often be
collected at the time of the key art shoot and usually
cycle through general poses in costume to camera.
They are valuable but, in lieu of specific character
driven concepts, they often result in actors posing
straight to camera, rather than being lost in the story.

4. Clean plate / atmospheric photography
Clean plate photography of backgrounds provides
authentic and meaningful key art environments, and
anchors composited characters within the key art.
Without clean plate photos, creative agencies
are left with no other choice but to use stock
photography for background scenery. Time should
be set aside for the on-set photographer to capture
as much clean plate imagery as possible, especially
at key lighting times (golden hour) and without
any people in frame. Take particular care to ensure
all backgrounds referenced in the key art concept
designs are captured and, ideally, before any key art
shoot. This will allow you to factor the lighting of
backgrounds into studio lighting where relevant,
i.e. a sunset plate image will dictate soft lighting
for actors in the studio shoot.
A common need is to capture multiple angles or
frames with minimal lens distortion so a panoramic
background can be captured and stitched together
from multiple images. This allows for wide format
adaptations such as billboards, as well as portrait
one sheets. Foreground and sky are also essential for
composites so be mindful of not cropping tightly.

KEY ART vs GALLERY SHOOTS
Gallery and key art shoots might appear similar but they’re very different animals. Gallery shoots often feature
static poses to camera; whilst key art shoots are often more dynamic, concept-driven and the talent are
less camera-aware or engaged. They are both important and have their place, but the differences should be
acknowledged. Here’s a checklist for capturing both successfully.

KEY ART CHECKLIST
• create a sense of movement
and dynamism
• visually express a specific
action or concept about the
film – characters may be shot
together or separately, but
they should work together
to support the idea
• be eye-catching and sow
seeds of intrigue about
the plot
• use casting, production
design or interesting
composition to make people
want to learn more about
the project
• push the creative boundaries
to demonstrate a project’s
point of difference

GALLERY SHOOT CHECKLIST
• showcase the cast,
accommodating for any
contractual agreements, in
a way that is credible to the
central idea of the film, i.e.
working the various billing
arrangements and physical
cast image sizes into
the concept

• s tatic, front-on portrait
photography (unless this
layout is relevant to the
plot or idea of the film)

• draw the viewer’s focus
to a visual clue, central
cast member, film title or
tagline, using lighting, body
positioning, eye-line and colour

•p
 hotography that is
cropped too tightly to
use across vertical and
horizontal formats

• maintain consistent lighting
throughout the special shoot
– this can be achieved by
sketching or photographing
the studio lighting setup,
so that conditions can be
mirrored if the shoot goes
over one session

TRY TO AVOID:

• cliché poses that don’t
communicate anything
interesting about the film

• short depth of fields,
causing focus drop offs
on edges – it makes
compositing into separate
environments tricky (as
background will need to
then be defocused)

• capture standard poses that
can be used across a range
of publicity and marketing
formats (see over page for
illustrated examples)
• include a variety of
facial expressions
• be full body shots where
possible – these can be
cropped in, as opposed to
being limited to close-ups
• use a clean background that is
easy to replace if necessary
• capture clean plates of the
background imagery if using
textured surfaces
• include a range of shots
looking to camera and away
from camera, as well as seated
and standing imagery
• if possible, your gallery
photography will be shot
against a clean cyc background

• shots should be within
character but generic enough
to allow flexibility and changes
in direction
• maintain consistent lighting
and staging across all
character poses – document
lighting setups so they can be
replicated if shoots go over
multiple days
TRY TO AVOID:
• awkward positioning of
clothing, hands, body
• inconsistent lighting or
shadows across faces
• positioning your cast in a
way that would be unnatural
to their character

THE KEY ART PROCESS

2. Capture photographic assets – talent, clean plates, atmospherics

1. Concept development, pitching and buy-in

To create original and immersive key art,
a high level of coordination and planning
is required. Having a solid concept is
essential to gaining consensus and
support from production and marketing
teams and provides an essential guide for
photographers and talent.
Characters may be shot together or separately, but the images
should work together to support the idea. Key art shoots will
often allow for greater interaction, depth and movement in
a design.
Wentworth is a great example of how a large ensemble cast
can be directed around a concept that uses depth of scene and
character interactions and avoids stagnant character poses.
This could not be achieved using standard gallery images.

3. Artwork design, compositing and colour grading
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KEY ART – FROM CONCEPT TO FINISHED ART

© Kerry Brown, Mark Rogers / Universal Pictures
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© Magic Box Entertainment

SHOTS TO CAPTURE IN LIEU OF SPECIFIC CONCEPTS
Suppose there are no specific
key art concepts to guide the
photographer and talent. In that
case, we recommend scheduling
for standalone stills with actors
on set - whether this is a gallery
shoot or unit stills and
between takes.
Quality, in-character photography gives
flexibility and options for future marketing,
even if the positioning and tone is not set in
stone. Talent must be in character and briefed
on the purpose and intent of any additional
shoots that require direct engagement
between photographer and talent.
We highly recommend seeking movement in
poses and being aware of co-cast situations
where an actor is captured alone but must
pose to an imaginary partner or scene.
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Identify key scenes during production and
work to give the photographer access and
time. Great images require support and
planning, whether shot in a studio,
temporary cyc on the side of production
or within the location or scene.
During quiet moments on set and between
takes, it is highly recommended for unit
photographers to peel off key cast for incharacter, on-location portraits referred to
as Environmental Portraits. These are highly
valuable for character posters and often
for key art where they are more composed
than unit stills (in action) but have the talent
anchored squarely in the scene or story.
What should be avoided is generic gallery
images where talent is smiling to camera
without direction or purpose. These types
of images do not tell the story and make for
uninspiring marketing.
© Mark Rogers / Icon Films

© Kerry Brown / Universal Pictures

© Daniel Asher Smith / Playmaker Media

A BEST-PRACTICE TIMELINE
1. Six weeks prior to production

5. End of production

• P
 rovide script and brief to your creative agency,
including audience, tone, identified themes, visual wish-list,
casting info and contractual requirements

•	Work with unit publicist for talent approvals on unit,
gallery and key art stills

2. Four weeks prior to production
•	Circulate positioning strategy and concepts, including
sketches to your distribution team and filmmakers for
feedback and approval
•	Schedule time, location, photographer and art director
for special shoot (to happen during production)

3. Two weeks prior to production
• C
 irculate photography briefs to production staff
and photographer for scheduling

4. During production
• Hold special shoot (including character portraits – if needed)
• P
 hotographer to capture additional clean plate assets and
on-set photography, including assets for social and publicity

•	Selecting images for key art is very different to selecting
images for publicity. Supply your creative agency with
ALL photo assets (jpeg/raw) – approved and unapproved
– via a hard drive, in one hit. They will use approved images
as a priority but require ALL images in case alternative poses
are called for (often a hand or body is replaced to create
the best composition)
•	Provide creative agency with updated and final brief
post-production. Agency to develop first round layouts
for client approval, generally over a four week period
•	Select preferred creative concept direction(s) for further
development. On locking preferred direction, the creative
agency will then complete the design, adding typography
design, retouching, corrections and colour grading
and finally supplying finished art
•	A key art project, from delivery of images to finished art,
typically takes four to six weeks

LADIES IN BLACK
The 2018 feature film, Ladies in Black, is a great example of what can happen when marketing is carefully considered
prior to production. Working with Sony Pictures Releasing Australia and the filmmakers, Carnival Studio developed
original key art concepts, art directed the photography and produced the finished art - as well as rolling out the full
advertising campaign for the cinema release.
THE RESULTS

Australian Box Office

$12,032,870

1. Planning / Strategy

2. Concept Development

3. Asset Capture

4. Finished Art

After reading the script, concept
development was undertaken by
Carnival Studio, and planning for a
special shoot was slotted into the
production schedule.

A few weeks out from the start
of production, Carnival Studio
presented several concept
directions to the distributors
and filmmakers.

As well as key art, the distributor
wanted a social media strategy.

This was followed by a few rounds
of feedback and changes before
presenting all stakeholders with a
final selection of concept designs.

During the special shoot, an art
director from Carnival Studio was
present to make sure all assets
were captured for use in the
key art as well as any necessary
social media imagery outlined
in the strategy.

Upon receiving the approved
cast images from the photoshoot,
Carnival Studio began creating
the composition and building of
background elements based on
set photography and props.

This gave us plenty of time to
formulate a plan around the
stages of the social campaign
and find ways to capture the
required assets.

With a final consensus and buy-in
from all stakeholders, a special
shoot was co-ordinated, and the
production crew were on board
to provide the most appropriate
costumes for the concept design.

Having an art director on site
also meant that details about the
lighting setup could be captured,
to be mirrored in post when
creating background elements.
On-set photography and BTS shots
were also collected and distributed
to cast and crew for approvals.

Cast images were retouched and
colour corrected, and the final
touches were put on the title
design and layout to create the
final key art.
Assets captured during production
were then styled for use across the
various phases of the social media
campaign, rounding out a cohesive
and marketing campaign.

“Thank God for Ladies in
Black opening this week.
The public actually want
to see this, and Sony has
created a PR and media
profile as the new standard
for Australian produced
movies. The right topic,
the right style and the right
campaign. And a movie the
cinema staff are proud to
screen and WOM boost.
This is how cinema-going
is supposed to be.”
– Paul Brennan, PTB Screen

LETTERS FROM THE TRENCHES
We have consulted with colleagues involved with asset capture and marketing production
and here are their top tips for film makers:
DEMI HOPKINS

C R E AT I V E D I R E C T O R

“Without question, the best
process for developing effective and
memorable key art includes early
planning and collaboration between design agency and
producers. Engaging an agency during pre-production to
develop the positioning/marketing strategy, allows for big
ideas to flourish and provides the necessary time to plan
and collaborate with many layers of production to make
the vision a reality.
Often, we are supplied an HD of stills which requires reverse
engineering a concept around available images. This can
still yield great posters but, where the full vision and scope
cannot be translated due to lack of useable photography, it
is often a recipe for disappointment.”

MARK ROGERS

STILL PHOTOGRAPHER

“A big difference I see between US
studio movies and local productions
is the priority given to marketing.
Studio films expect to make a profit and are prepared to
pay for a strong advertising campaign to sell their product.
Box office is everything, so they value photography and pay
realistic rates for stills and full advertising rates for gallery
shoots with enough time allocated to get plenty of options.
Local projects understandably often have a cultural remit
over profit, and so budgets are usually very tight. When
producers have barely got enough money to make the
film, publicity and marketing is often an afterthought. I
sometimes get booked a week before production starts and
it may be for just two days a week, or a block of a week or

two here and there if it’s outside Sydney. They often rely on
such an ad hoc stills campaign for poster material. I think
this is a false economy.
Additionally, what resources there are allocated would
be more effective if photographers and designers were
brought in earlier to conceptualise ideas to create a strong
campaign. The best posters result from designers getting
involved before shooting begins, so opportunities and
locations are maximised and a studio shoot with quality
lighting and high-resolution files for suitable outdoor
advertising is fitted into the schedule.”

JASIN BOLAND

STILL PHOTOGRAPHER

“More often than not a
photographer will be called on a
day where the scene is a plot point
and then in many cases the images can’t be used and it’s
a complete waste of money.
The days selected need to take into consideration of
whether the images from the scenes tell the story of the
scene or entire film with a single image.
Many are very good at this but again too many look at stills
and marketing as an afterthought where as the US studio
system think about all this before production starts.”

BEN KING

STILL PHOTOGRAPHER

“Photographers need time to build
relationships with actors. Putting a
photographer on for just a handful
of key scenes diminishes the likelihood of getting the shots
you need.
Criteria for days chosen should consider the photographer’s
access to the set and the shootability of the sets, and not
just which actors are on that day. Many sets, on smaller
productions especially, are too small to have decent access.
Also, the visual appeal of a scene should be considered. I
always get, ‘You should have been here yesterday…’
Key art photography is a different skill set to scene
coverage. Elaborate flash-gear setups and tethered
shooting are not something you can bluff, nor is directing
talent for these shoots and making them look and feel
good. Expect to pay a commercial rate for these days.”

JOHN TSIAVIS

STILL PHOTOGRAPHER

“It’s often an unnecessary struggle
to have the opportunity to do our
job properly. I’ve found that the best
outcomes come when producers and directors see the value in
great imagery to sell their films and support us photographers.
Ultimately, more people will see the stills and poster than will
see the film - our photography represents the production and
helps sell the film. It’s a no brainer.”

MARK RODGERS

EPK/BTS DIRECTOR

“I totally agree with my stills
colleagues that producers should
bring in their EPK/BTS/social/
stills teams well before they commence production and
hopefully in the early stages of pre-production. I know that
resources and funds are limited for EPK/BTS/social, but
with clear planning in pre-production those resources will
be better spent.
I want producers to think of us as not outside the film
making process but as part of the process, part of their
team. EPK and BTS footage will always have a place in the
marketing of a film or TV show, but questions and footage
need to be targeted to a campaign that has been thought
out in pre-production. For example, is it necessary to talk
to every head of department or every cast member? And
could some of these be done as a quick stand up, vox pop
style, on set pertinent to a scene that has just been shot?
These decisions need to be made in pre-production. Also,
when you record sit down EPK interviews, consideration
should be given to how best we can shoot them to
make them look and sound as good as possible whilst
incorporating some of the themes that are running through
the main production. We, along with the filmmakers, cast
and crew, want to make sure that every project we work on
is a success and that it finds its audience.”

“With a stronger focus on the promotional campaign, our local films would stand a better chance of competing against US films for
audiences. We all want this. Every crew member wants the projects they work on to be successful and our culture be reflected on our
screens. Box office success won’t come without a compelling marketing campaign.” – Mark Rogers, Photographer

MARKETING FOR NEW AUDIENCES
While much of this guide has been focused on key art, there is a dramatic increase in the
need to craft marketing specifically for social media. While much is AV driven and sourced
from cut-downs of trailers, we know young, digital-native audiences shun traditional
mediums in favour of bespoke content. On top of this, the nature of EPKs is evolving to
require shorter format content that is shareable on social media.
Much of this content will fall under the responsibility of the distributor or network.
This is an evolving space with huge potential for innovation, but it also relies on planning,
ideation and asset capture during production.

New media calls for new ideas
• Capture content during production that is specific to social-media
platforms, e.g. vertical video, abridged content for short TikToks
• Understand the relationship between publisher and social audience to
create targeted, irreverent and engaging content accordingly. For
example, talent interacting directly with the social user while in character
– something that is not possible by adapting from edited footage
• In addition to still photography, use living one-sheets and CGI background
scenes/movement if it’s appropriate for your project. Advances in artificial
intelligence – for example, UnReal Engines’ MetaHuman – opens up amazing
possibilities, especially when available photography is limited
• EPK considerations for social media - requirements have evolved to require
shorter packages for digital delivery or webisodes

ROLL UP, ROLL UP!

Want to know more?
The big top is always open.

Contact

DEMI HOPKINS
C R E AT IVE DI R E CTO R

02 9431 3200 | 0418 278 562
demi@carnivalstudio.com.au
www.CarnivalStudio.com.au

We would like to acknowledge the support, advice and contribution to this booklet by
Courtney Botfield, Anthony Grundy, Mark Rogers, Ben King, Jasin Boland, John Tsiavis,
Mark Rodgers, Cath Lavelle, Tracey Mair and all the wonderful producers and industry folk
who shared their experiences, insights and opinions in the Producer Survey. Thank you!
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